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In this 3-day workshop with Sue, create a highly embellished sampler through 
appliqué, layering, and embellishment using hand dyed wool, textural fabrics, and a 
variety of threads in varying weights and fibers. You’ll spend time building the 
foundation of your sampler, incorporating hand-dyed velvet, cotton fabrics, and 
specialty fabrics collected from Sue's treasures. Next, elevate your piece through 
stitchery by experimenting with thread and other embellishments. An exclusive kit 
will be available that will incorporate unique elements hand-picked by Sue. https://
www.suespargo.com/shop/category/kits-sue-spargo-kits-sue-spargo- 
workshops-242  

Move the Needle Supply List:  
#10 & #9 Short Darner needles for cotton appliqué and beading #24 and #18 
Chenille needle for wool appliqué and couching #3 #1 & #15 Milliners needles for 
wrapped stitches  
#24 & #20 Tapestry needles  
Embroidery and Fabric scissors  
Perfect Circles 
Hot Ruler and Folding Pen 
Spoke Easy 
Loop Easy tool  
Circle Easy tools  
Freezer paper and Sewline Trio Chalk pencil  
English paper piecing hexagons  
Yo-yo makers 
Freezer paper, pencil and scissors for use with paper  

Background  
Fat 1/8 neutral colored wool for background  

Appliqué  
Different shades of neutral colors of wool for layering 
Small pieces of cotton and eco prints for background layering Ribbons to match the 
color of your background  
Efina 60 weight cotton thread for cotton appliqué  
Ellana 50/50 wool thread for wool appliqué  

Embellishments  
Embroidery and specialty threads in neural shades in varying weights, fibers and 
textures  
Some that I used include Eleganza, Razzle/Dazzle, Silk Ribbon, Aurora, Metallic 
Braid, Gimp, Nami Silk Thread, Fine Natural Dyed Thread, Petite Very Velvet, 



Angora, Plied Yarn, Silk Eyelash, Straw Silk, Silk & Ivory, Shinju Silk Pearl, Double 
Twisted Silk Gimp and more!  
Couching yarns, ribbons, rick rack and beads, buttons and sequins  
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